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In touch with your style

The stylish SaturnTM range of  switches has now been extended to include the new electronic Saturn 
OneTouch range. Designed to complement the ClipsalTM Saturn Series, benefits of  Saturn OneTouch 
include a glass-look fascia, advanced touch-sensitive interface, multiway dimming and switching, 
cool blue LED indicator, and an audible on/off  tone. Saturn OneTouch is available in one to six 
touch-control wall plates, one and two gang architrave, and two gang fan control versions.

Touch-sensitive technology

The innovative Saturn OneTouch range utilizes electronic switch and dimmer technology to provide 
unique touch operation. One touch of  the wall switch will turn the light on, and an extended touch 
will dim the lights up or down.

The LED indicator shows which switch is in use — and falls back to a subtle glow when the light is off.

A switch for every application

The Saturn OneTouch switch can be used for many different load types, such as lights or exhaust 
fans. Reliable switching is ensured from up to three different locations, like in a large living area.

Robust and reliable technology

The Saturn OneTouch range has been specifically designed with intelligent load handling features 
and various protection devices that make the switches and dimmers rugged, robust, and reliable.

A colour to suit your style

The Saturn OneTouch range comes in a selection of  colours to match the style of  your interior 
décor. Available in three colours of  Pure White, Espresso Black, and Ocean Mist. So, you can rest 
assured that the wall switches will match the power outlets and data points throughout your home, 
creating a seamless and stylish solution.

Saturn OneTouch
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Saturn Horizon

New Saturn finish on the Horizon

Another new addition to the stunning Saturn 
range offers a textural metallic finish that comes 
in two fantastic colours: Horizon Silver and 
Horizon Black. Saturn Horizon features a flat, 
square-edge design that will complement any 
modern interior.

Horizon Silver and Horizon Black come with a 
subtle charcoal grey frame and pushbuttons 
that perfectly match the stylish new fascia and 
superbly blend in with today’s popular kitchen 
appliances and interior design.

No matter what colour you choose, Horizon 
provides you with the most contemporary, 
modern switch design on the Australian market.

Colours and styles

Available in Horizon Silver and Horizon Black for 
all wall switches, switched sockets, dimmers, fan 
controllers, cooker switches, and communication 
plates (see page 19 for colour representation).
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Clipsal Saturn

Clipsal Saturn — stunning design

The original sleek design that inspired the 
OneTouch and Horizon, ClipsalTM Saturn is a 
premium range of  architecturally designed 
electrical accessories. Especially appealing to 
those who desire the latest styles and fashions.

The entire range has set new standards in  
home electrical accessories — offering switch 
and accessory design that is unlike any other 
250 V electrical accessory range on the market.

Clipsal Saturn is specifically designed to offer 
a seamless electrical solution for your home in 
Ocean Mist, Espresso Black, and Pure White 
colour variants. Going beyond just wall switches 
and power outlets, the Clipsal Saturn range offers 
a complete electrical accessory solution that 
gives superior functionality while enhancing  
your décor.

Clipsal Saturn — pioneering  
pushbutton technology

Clipsal is proud to be the first company  
in Australia to introduce innovative round 
pushbutton design with the stunning range  
of  Saturn wall switches.

Clipsal Saturn’s revolutionary pushbutton 
technology gives you smooth reliable operation 
at the touch of  a button while incorporating 
inspirational architectural design.
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Balances beautifully with your home

The stylish, subtle design of  Saturn Zen complements any modern or architectural interior to create 
a beautiful balance throughout your home.

Pure simplicity, unique features

With LED pushbuttons, clean lines, and fingerprint-resistant matte finishes, Saturn Zen embraces 
the beauty of  simplicity.

And with unique optional features like pictogram button icons and a Smart Shelf  for charging 
electronic devices, Saturn Zen is designed to make your life easier.

Your complete switch solution

Whether you require wall switches, power outlets, data outlets, USB chargers, fan controllers, 
dimmers, or cooker switches — Saturn Zen combines form, function, and affordability to create a 
complete switch solution for your home.

C-Bus Saturn Zen switches are also available for those interested in the convenience of  lighting 
control and home automation or who want to update the switches on their existing C-Bus system.

Saturn Zen

Your home is more than four walls; it is a living, breathing space. 

We create technology that brings your home to life. Life Is On.
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You’ll love the luxurious look and feel of  Clipsal Saturn wall switches, providing your home with a 
seamless style that is bound to turn heads. Each Saturn wall switch range will accommodate up to 
six individual switches and complement any modern interior design.

Compared with other wall switches on the market, the Saturn collection is unique: offering silky-
smooth operation and architecturally designed fascias that look great and are a breeze to clean.

Saturn wall switches

Saturn Zen

Z4062PBL-ZW

Saturn LED options

Too often when we need to turn a light on in the middle of  the night, we’re left scrambling in the dark 
trying to find the wall switch. This scenario is not only difficult, but could be potentially hazardous.

Whether you require a pilot light to find a wall switch in the dark or an indicator light to tell you which 
switch is in operation — Saturn has it covered. Saturn One Touch and Saturn Zen wall switches wall 
switches conveniently come with subtle blue LED indicators. When you touch the switch, the blue 
light comes on so you know exactly which switch is in operation. Clipsal Saturn and Saturn Horizon 
are also available with or without subtle, ‘soft glow’ LED options — the choice is yours.

4062PB-OM4062PB-HS4062TC-PW 2x 60TSRM3

Saturn OneTouch Saturn Horizon Clipsal Saturn

* Applies to Clipsal Saturn and Saturn Horizon ranges only.

Saturn labelling

Saturn switches are also available with the option of  handy labelling,* 
making it easy to know what each button does.

Pictogram Icons

Saturn Zen makes it easy for you to know which switch is in operation or 
find a wall switch in the dark. And for even easier identification, optional 
pictogram icons clearly indicate individual switch operation. These unique 
features are designed to make your life easier.

A colour to suit your style

The Saturn OneTouch range comes in a selection of  colours to match 
the style of  your interior décor. Available in three colours, Pure White, 
Espresso Black, and Ocean Mist, there’s sure to be a colour to suit your 
style (see page 19 for colour representation).

Labelled button cap pack options
Refer to table on page 16 for labeled button cap pack options.

Pictogram icons
Refer to page 22 for more information on pictograms.
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Saturn Horizon twin switched sockets

The stunning Saturn Horizon range is the ideal addition to any kitchen, 
complementing and enhancing this busy social hub in the home.

Saturn Horizon twin switched sockets are 250 V power outlets that allow 
the operation of  all 250 V electrical appliances. With the inbuilt USB 
charger you can also charge your smart devices.

Although Saturn Horizon switched sockets work the same as standard 
power outlets, the eye-catching architectural design is far from standard. 
Their textural metallic finish and flat, square-edge design blends superbly 
with today’s kitchen appliances.

Saturn quad switched sockets

If  you require multiple power outlets, Saturn 
quad switched sockets are the perfect option. 
Combining Saturn’s stylish look with the 
convenience of  a quad power outlet.

The quad switched socket is ideal for providing 
power to the home entertainment system, 
kitchen appliances, and anywhere you require 
multiple power outlets. The benefit of  extra 
spacing between the centre outlets makes it 
perfect for large plug chargers.
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Clipsal Saturn fan controllers

The Clipsal Saturn fan controller enables the 
user to enjoy the comfort of  climate-controlled 
surroundings while matching the elegance  
of  the Saturn and Saturn Horizon switch  
plate range. Sleek and stylish looks give you 
complete airflow control without compromise 
when combined with Clipsal ceiling sweep fans. 
The example shown is part of  a premium range 
of  three, four, and five blade fans in white, 
metallic, or stainless steel finishes.

OneTouch dimmers

A great feature of  the Saturn OneTouch range 
is the inbuilt digital dimming technology, 
providing dimming from up to three locations. 
The clever memory function enables the switch 
to remember the last dim setting, so when the 
light is switched back on, it will turn on at the 
previous dim level. Just touch and hold to dim 
up or down to set desired mood.

Clipsal Saturn dimmers

The living room is one part of  the house that 
has many moods. Whether you require soft light 
while relaxing and watching a movie or full light 
while playing with the kids — Clipsal Saturn, 
Saturn Zen and Saturn Horizon will set the right 
mood any time of  the day or night.

Clipsal Saturn dimmers’ sleek, stylish looks 
give you complete lighting control without 
compromising your home’s style. They’ll also 
give you the advantage of  energy efficiency, 
saving you money on power bills while helping 
to save the planet.
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Accessories

Saturn communication wall plates

The stunning Saturn range extends beyond 
just wall switches and power outlets. Saturn 
communication wall plates are architecturally 
designed, giving you easy access to television, 
audio, phone, computer, and the Internet 
without compromising on looks. 
 
 
 

Saturn television and audiovisual

Set the scene by incorporating all the right 
TV and audio connectors. Incorporate 
Clipsal’s data jacks, HDMI connectors, or 
Foxtel-approved TV mechanism into Saturn 
communication wall plates. 
 

Saturn cooker switches

Increase your home safety in style with the 
Saturn pushbutton cooker switch. The Saturn 
pushbutton cooker switch is the ideal option for 
isolating power to your electric benchtop cooker.

Now a safety requirement in all Australian 
states, the Saturn pushbutton cooker switch  
will isolate power to your benchtop cooker in an 
area that is convenient but out of  the way from 
kitchen traffic.

It also makes the perfect additional safety 
feature for cleaning on and around electric 
benchtop cookers. (See picture on page 12.)

Saturn Zen Smart Shelf

Avoid clutter on your bench space and 
accessorize your switches with this handy 
Smart Shelf. Designed to hold two smartphones 
or one tablet, the Smart Shelf  can be used with 
either two USBs or a twin power outlet, keeping 
your devices out of  the way when charging.
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Styles and colours

Switch grid plates and covers
Accepts 60PB and 60PBL pushbutton mechanisms.

4061VH Grid and cover assembly 1 gang less mech

4062VH Grid and cover assembly 2 gang less mech

4063VH Grid and cover assembly 3 gang less mech

4064VH Grid and cover assembly 4 gang less mech

4065VH Grid and cover assembly 5 gang less mech

4066VH Grid and cover assembly 6 gang less mech

Switch covers
Switch covers only — Saturn 4000 Series.
NOTE: 4060PB Series covers suit both LED and non-LED variants.

4060VXC Switch cover  blank

4061PBC Switch cover 1 gang 

4062PBC Switch cover 2 gang 

4063PBC Switch cover 3 gang 

4064PBC Switch cover 4 gang 

4065PBC Switch cover 5 gang 

4066PBC Switch cover 6 gang 

Architrave models

4061 Grid and cover assembly 1 gang less mech

4062 Grid and cover assembly 2 gang less mech

Architrave switch covers

4001C Switch cover 1 gang 

4002C Switch cover 2 gang

Socket covers and surrounds

4015C Cover power outlet single

4025C Cover power outlet double  
(suits both 4025 and 4025X)

4025H2C Cover power outlet quad

4000H2 Surround 2 gang horizontal

Mounting frames

4000VH1  Mounting frames available in black, cream,  
desert sand, soft grey, and white.

Electric range (cooker) switch covers

4061/45C Cooker switch cover, suits both 32A and  
45A models.

Communication plates

4031VH Communication plate 1 gang

4032VH Communication plate 2 gang

4033VH Communication plate 3 gang

4034VH Communication plate 4 gang

4036VH Communication plate 6 gang

Accepts the following:

30PFM TV mechanism, Foxtel-approved

30FFPFMS TV mechanism, normal

30RJ45SMA6 Cat6 RJ45 data socket

30HDMIA

30HDMIS

HDMI mechanism, angled

HDMI mechanism, straight

30BCBM Speaker connector (black)

30BCRM Speaker connector (red)

30FAV Series RCA connectors available in black, red,  
white, yellow, green, blue, and orange

Pushbutton switch mechanisms

60PB Switch mechanism, 20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

60PBL Switch mechanism with LED, 20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Intermediate mechanisms

60PBI Intermediate pushbutton mechanism, 10 AX, 250 VAC

Rocker switch mechanisms
(Suit 4030 Series range)

30MD, 3A Double pole switch mechanism, 10 A, 250 VAC

30MI, 3A Intermediate switch mechanism, 10 A, 250 VAC

30M, 3A Single pole switch mechanism, 10 A, 250 VAC

Fan controller

4060CSFM Fan speed controller mechanism, 3 speed, 75 VA, 250 VAC

4062E450UDM Dimmer universal mechanism, 450 W, 250 VAC, (for variable 
fan speed control)

Dimmer mechanisms

4062ELEDM

4062E450UDM

4061E2RUDM

4061E2PUDM

Saturn rotary LED dimmer mechanism, 400 W, 220 – 240 VAC

Dimmer universal mechanism, 450 W, 250 VAC

Integrally switched dimmer universal mechanism, rotary 
control, 350 W, 220 – 240 VAC

Integrally switched dimmer universal mechanism, pushbutton 
control, 350 W, 220 – 240 VAC

Labelled button caps

60PBC 2 x KITCHEN 1 x STUDY 6 x HEAT 2 x DINING

1 x BED 2 x EXHAUST 2 x ENTRY 2 x OUTSIDE

1 x BED 1 2 x BATH 2 x LAUNDRY 2 x SENSOR

1 x BED 2 2 x GARDEN 2 x LOUNGE 2 x TOILET

1 x BED 3 6 x FAN 2 x GARAGE 10 x CAT’S EYE 
BUTTON CAPS1 x BED 4 6 x LIGHT 2 x FAMILY

Applies to Clipsal Saturn and Saturn Horizon ranges only.                                                                                              
New Saturn Horizon is backward compatible with Clipsal Saturn range.

Saturn care instructions

Caring for your Saturn accessories is easy and will enable you to enjoy Saturn’s style for many years 
to come. Simply wipe down the Saturn fascia with a nonabrasive, warm, damp cloth. 

Although the entire Saturn range is manufactured from durable scratch- and chemical-resistant 
materials, please avoid using chemical cleaners.

The Saturn range of  colours will blend in beautifully with any home environment. Whether your style is modern and minimal 
or classic and cosy, the Saturn range will create a seamless look and feel throughout your home.

The Clipsal Saturn range is available in:

The Saturn OneTouch range is available in:

4061TC* 4062TC* 4063TC* 4064TC* 4065TC* 4066TC* 

Ocean Mist (OM)

Ocean Mist (OM)

Espresso Black (EB) 

Espresso Black (EB) 

Pure White (PW) 

Pure White (PW) 

Horizon Silver (HS) Horizon Black (HB)

The Saturn Horizon range is available in:

4062ATC*4061ATC*

Touch mechanisms

60TSRM3 Touch master 3-wire electronic switch mechanism, 6AX, integral relay

60TDM Touch master dimmer mechanism, 350 W, universal

60TDSM Touch remote dimmer/switch mechanism, supports up to 3-way control

Saturn OneTouch

The Clipsal OneTouch range is available in Ocean Mist (OM), Espresso Black (EB), and Pure White (PW)

The Saturn Zen range is available in:

Zen White (ZM) Zen Black (ZB) 

Wall plates

4062TFC-PW* 

*Saturn OneTouch mechanisms to be purchased separately.
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Styles and colours
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30RJ45SMA6 Cat6 RJ45 data socket
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30BCBM Speaker connector (black)

30BCRM Speaker connector (red)

30FAV Series RCA connectors available in black, red,  
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Applies to Clipsal Saturn and Saturn Horizon ranges only.                                                                                              
New Saturn Horizon is backward compatible with Clipsal Saturn range.

Saturn care instructions

Caring for your Saturn accessories is easy and will enable you to enjoy Saturn’s style for many years 
to come. Simply wipe down the Saturn fascia with a nonabrasive, warm, damp cloth. 

Although the entire Saturn range is manufactured from durable scratch- and chemical-resistant 
materials, please avoid using chemical cleaners.

The Saturn range of  colours will blend in beautifully with any home environment. Whether your style is modern and minimal 
or classic and cosy, the Saturn range will create a seamless look and feel throughout your home.

The Clipsal Saturn range is available in:

The Saturn OneTouch range is available in:

4061TC* 4062TC* 4063TC* 4064TC* 4065TC* 4066TC* 

Ocean Mist (OM)

Ocean Mist (OM)

Espresso Black (EB) 

Espresso Black (EB) 

Pure White (PW) 

Pure White (PW) 

Horizon Silver (HS) Horizon Black (HB)

The Saturn Horizon range is available in:

4062ATC*4061ATC*

Touch mechanisms

60TSRM3 Touch master 3-wire electronic switch mechanism, 6AX, integral relay

60TDM Touch master dimmer mechanism, 350 W, universal

60TDSM Touch remote dimmer/switch mechanism, supports up to 3-way control

Saturn OneTouch

The Clipsal OneTouch range is available in Ocean Mist (OM), Espresso Black (EB), and Pure White (PW)

The Saturn Zen range is available in:

Zen White (ZM) Zen Black (ZB) 

Wall plates

4062TFC-PW* 

*Saturn OneTouch mechanisms to be purchased separately.
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Saturn Horizon

The Saturn Horizon range is available in Horizon Silver (HS) and Horizon Black (HB). 
Add your selected colour to the Cat. No., eg. 4062PB-HS.

Blank
plates

Architrave 
switches Pushbutton switches

4060VX 
Blank plate

4061AL 
Architrave switch plate, 
1 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062AL 
Architrave switch plate, 
2 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4061PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

LED pushbutton switches

4061PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang, LED, 20 A/16 
AX, 250 VAC

4062PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4065PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
5 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4066PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
6 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Switched sockets

4015 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, 
250 VAC, 10 A

4015L 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, to suit lighting, 
250 VAC, 10 A

4025 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A

4025X 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A,  
Extra switch

4025H2 
Power outlet,  
4 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, (2 x double)

Dimmer
Cooker
switch Communication wall plates

4062ELEDM-TR, 
4062VH, 60PBL 
LED dimmer, rotary 
control, separately 
switched — 
mechanisms and 
plates orders 
separately

4061/45 
Single pole, 45A,  
pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4061D32 
Double pole, 32A,  
pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4031VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
1 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4032VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
2 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4033VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
3 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4034VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
4 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4061VF3CSF 
Fan speed controller,  
3 speed,  
20 VAC, 75 VA

Fan
controller

4036VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
6 gang grid &  
plate assembly

Clipsal Saturn

The Clipsal Saturn range is available in Ocean Mist (OM), Espresso Black (EB), and Pure White (PW). 
Add your selected colour to the Cat. No., eg. 4062PB-OM.

Blank
plates

Architrave 
switches Pushbutton switches

4060VX 
Blank plate

4061AL 
Architrave switch 
plate, 1 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062AL 
Architrave Switch 
Plate, 2 Gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4061PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Dimmers Communication wall plates

4061E2RUDM-TR, 
4061VH 
Rotary controlled 
integrally switched 
universal dimmer, 
350 W, mechanism 
and plates orders 
separately

4061E2PUDM-TR, 
4061VH 
Pushbutton integrally 
switched universal 
dimmer, 350 W, 
mechanism and 
plates orders 
separately

4031VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
1 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4032VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
2 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4033VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
3 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4034VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
4 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4062ELEDM-TR, 
4062VH, 60PBL 
LED dimmer, rotary 
control, separately 
switched, 400 W, 
mechanisms and 
plates orders 
separately

4036VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
6 gang grid &  
plate assembly

LED pushbutton switches

4061PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4065PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
5 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4066PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
6 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Cooker
switch

4061/45 
Single pole, 45A,  
Pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4061D32 
Double pole, 32A,  
Pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4061VF3CSF 
Fan speed controller,  
3 speed,  
250 VAC, 75 VA

Fan
controller

Switched sockets

4015 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, 
250 VAC, AC

4015L 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, to suit 
lighting, 
250 VAC, 10 A

4025 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A

4025X 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, 
extra switch

4025H2 
Power outlet,  
4 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, (2 x double)

4025XA 
Power outlet,  
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, 
removable extra 
switch

4025USBC 
Power outlet.  
2 gang with 1.2 A USB 
charger, 250 V 10 A

4025USBC 
Power outlet, 
2 gang  
1.2 A USB charger, 
250 V 10 A
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Saturn Horizon

The Saturn Horizon range is available in Horizon Silver (HS) and Horizon Black (HB). 
Add your selected colour to the Cat. No., eg. 4062PB-HS.

Blank
plates

Architrave 
switches Pushbutton switches

4060VX 
Blank plate

4061AL 
Architrave switch plate, 
1 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062AL 
Architrave switch plate, 
2 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4061PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

LED pushbutton switches

4061PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang, LED, 20 A/16 
AX, 250 VAC

4062PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4065PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
5 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4066PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
6 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Switched sockets

4015 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, 
250 VAC, 10 A

4015L 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, to suit lighting, 
250 VAC, 10 A

4025 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A

4025X 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A,  
Extra switch

4025H2 
Power outlet,  
4 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, (2 x double)

Dimmer
Cooker
switch Communication wall plates

4062ELEDM-TR, 
4062VH, 60PBL 
LED dimmer, rotary 
control, separately 
switched — 
mechanisms and 
plates orders 
separately

4061/45 
Single pole, 45A,  
pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4061D32 
Double pole, 32A,  
pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4031VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
1 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4032VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
2 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4033VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
3 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4034VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
4 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4061VF3CSF 
Fan speed controller,  
3 speed,  
20 VAC, 75 VA

Fan
controller

4036VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
6 gang grid &  
plate assembly

Clipsal Saturn

The Clipsal Saturn range is available in Ocean Mist (OM), Espresso Black (EB), and Pure White (PW). 
Add your selected colour to the Cat. No., eg. 4062PB-OM.

Blank
plates

Architrave 
switches Pushbutton switches

4060VX 
Blank plate

4061AL 
Architrave switch 
plate, 1 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062AL 
Architrave Switch 
Plate, 2 Gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4061PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PB 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang, 
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Dimmers Communication wall plates

4061E2RUDM-TR, 
4061VH 
Rotary controlled 
integrally switched 
universal dimmer, 
350 W, mechanism 
and plates orders 
separately

4061E2PUDM-TR, 
4061VH 
Pushbutton integrally 
switched universal 
dimmer, 350 W, 
mechanism and 
plates orders 
separately

4031VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
1 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4032VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
2 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4033VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
3 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4034VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
4 gang grid &  
plate assembly

4062ELEDM-TR, 
4062VH, 60PBL 
LED dimmer, rotary 
control, separately 
switched, 400 W, 
mechanisms and 
plates orders 
separately

4036VH 
Vertical/horizontal  
6 gang grid &  
plate assembly

LED pushbutton switches

4061PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
1 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4062PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
2 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4063PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
3 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4064PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
4 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4065PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
5 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

4066PBL 
Pushbutton switch,  
6 gang, LED,  
20 A/16 AX, 250 VAC

Cooker
switch

4061/45 
Single pole, 45A,  
Pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4061D32 
Double pole, 32A,  
Pushbutton,  
cooker switch

4061VF3CSF 
Fan speed controller,  
3 speed,  
250 VAC, 75 VA

Fan
controller

Switched sockets

4015 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, 
250 VAC, AC

4015L 
Power outlet, 
1 gang, to suit 
lighting, 
250 VAC, 10 A

4025 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A

4025X 
Power outlet, 
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, 
extra switch

4025H2 
Power outlet,  
4 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, (2 x double)

4025XA 
Power outlet,  
2 gang,  
250 VAC, 10 A, 
removable extra 
switch

4025USBC 
Power outlet.  
2 gang with 1.2 A USB 
charger, 250 V 10 A

4025USBC 
Power outlet, 
2 gang  
1.2 A USB charger, 
250 V 10 A
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Saturn Zen

A picture tells a thousand words

Forget trying to figure out which switch does what. You can choose from 
up to 50 optional pictogram icons, so you can easily recognize the right 
switch at a glance. They’re interchangeable too, so if  your requirements 
change, simply swap the pictogram icon for one that suits your needs.

clipsal.com22

Z4032HS-ZW

Z4032HSUSBC-ZW Z4032HSUSBC-ZB

Z4025HS-ZB

Z4025-ZW less cover +  
Z4025HS-ZW

Z4025-ZB less cover + 
Z4025HS-ZB

Z4032HSUSBC-ZW

A Smart Shelf  for smart devices

Avoid clutter on your bench space and accessorize your switches with this 
handy Smart Shelf. Designed to hold two smartphones or one tablet, the 
Smart Shelf  can be used with either two USBs or a twin power outlet, 
keeping your devices out of  the way when charging.

Saturn Zen

The Clipsal Saturn Zen range is available in ZenBlack (ZB) and ZenWhite (ZW). Add your selected 
colour to the Cat. No., eg. Z4062PBL-ZB.

Z4062PBL-ZB Z4063PBL-ZB Z4064PBL-ZB Z4065PBL-ZB Z4066PBL-ZB Z4061AL-ZB

Z4065PBL-ZW

Wall switches

Z4062PBL-ZW Z4063PBL-ZW Z4064PBL-ZW Z4066PBL-ZW Z4061AL-ZW

Power outlets and Smart Shelves

Z4015L-ZW Z4025-ZW Z4025XA-ZW Z4025-ZW  
Z4025HS-ZW

Z4032HSUSBC-ZW

Z4025HS-ZW Z4025H2-ZW Z4025H2-ZB Z4032HSUSBC-ZB

Z4061/45-ZBZ4061VF3CSF-ZW Z4062E450UDN-ZW Z4061/45-ZW Z4062E450UDN-ZB

Z4031VH-ZW Z4032VH-ZW Z4033VH-ZW Z4034VH-ZB Z4036VH-ZB

Additional switches and outlets

Z4061PBL-ZW

Z4061PBL-ZB

Z4062AL-ZW

Z4062AL-ZB

Z4015-ZW Z4025USBC-ZW

Z4025USBC-ZB
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Saturn Zen

A picture tells a thousand words

Forget trying to figure out which switch does what. You can choose from 
up to 50 optional pictogram icons, so you can easily recognize the right 
switch at a glance. They’re interchangeable too, so if  your requirements 
change, simply swap the pictogram icon for one that suits your needs.

clipsal.com22

Z4032HS-ZW

Z4032HSUSBC-ZW Z4032HSUSBC-ZB

Z4025HS-ZB

Z4025-ZW less cover +  
Z4025HS-ZW

Z4025-ZB less cover + 
Z4025HS-ZB

Z4032HSUSBC-ZW

A Smart Shelf  for smart devices

Avoid clutter on your bench space and accessorize your switches with this 
handy Smart Shelf. Designed to hold two smartphones or one tablet, the 
Smart Shelf  can be used with either two USBs or a twin power outlet, 
keeping your devices out of  the way when charging.

Saturn Zen

The Clipsal Saturn Zen range is available in ZenBlack (ZB) and ZenWhite (ZW). Add your selected 
colour to the Cat. No., eg. Z4062PBL-ZB.

Z4062PBL-ZB Z4063PBL-ZB Z4064PBL-ZB Z4065PBL-ZB Z4066PBL-ZB Z4061AL-ZB

Z4065PBL-ZW

Wall switches

Z4062PBL-ZW Z4063PBL-ZW Z4064PBL-ZW Z4066PBL-ZW Z4061AL-ZW

Power outlets and Smart Shelves

Z4015L-ZW Z4025-ZW Z4025XA-ZW Z4025-ZW  
Z4025HS-ZW

Z4032HSUSBC-ZW

Z4025HS-ZW Z4025H2-ZW Z4025H2-ZB Z4032HSUSBC-ZB

Z4061/45-ZBZ4061VF3CSF-ZW Z4062E450UDN-ZW Z4061/45-ZW Z4062E450UDN-ZB

Z4031VH-ZW Z4032VH-ZW Z4033VH-ZW Z4034VH-ZB Z4036VH-ZB

Additional switches and outlets

Z4061PBL-ZW

Z4061PBL-ZB

Z4062AL-ZW

Z4062AL-ZB

Z4015-ZW Z4025USBC-ZW

Z4025USBC-ZB



Clipsal Showrooms

The best way to experience what Clipsal home electrical  
products can do is to see them in action. Visit your local  
Clipsal Showroom today. 

South Australia
Unit 5B, 340-356 South Road
Richmond SA 5033
ph: 1300 669 925 

Western Australia
Home Base Expo
55 Salvado Road
Subiaco WA 6008
ph: 1300 669 925

New South Wales
Home Hub Marsden Park
Shop 14, 9 Hollinsworth Road
Marsden Park NSW 2765
ph: (02) 8625 5522

Schneider Electric 
Pacific Head O�ce

78 Waterloo Road 
Macquarie Park NSW 2113

May 2017

©2017 Schneider Electric. All Rights Reserved. 
Schneider Electric | Life Is On, EcoXpert, and Clipsal are trademarks and the property  
of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries, and a�liated companies. All other trademarks 
are the property of their respective owners. 988-20011109_AU-GB

To contact Clipsal Consumer Support, phone 1300 669 925 or visit clipsal.com/contactus

Opening days/weekend availability can be located on clipsal.com/showrooms.
To book a Clipspec Consultation or Tour please call 1300 669 925. 

Queensland – Brisbane
Build and Design Centre
66 Merrivale Street
South Brisbane QLD 4101
ph: 1300 669 925

ACT
64 Barrier Street
Fyshwick ACT 2609
ph: (02) 6171 6296

CLIPSAL SHOWROOMS
Open for self-guided tours, appointments available.

CLIPSAL SHOWROOMS
By appointment only.

New South Wales
78 Waterloo Road
Macquarie Park NSW 2113
ph: 1300 669 925

Queensland – Gold Coast
Unit 3B Level 2,  
175 Varsity Parade
Varsity Lakes QLD 4227
ph: 1300 669 925

Victoria 
1 Acacia Place
Notting Hill VIC 3168
ph: 1300 669 925




